LOGISTIC S SERVICES
In today’s complex global military and government operations, logistics and asset management can quickly make or
break missions. It’s that simple. And it’s a challenge made
even greater as the number, complexity, mobility and value
of your assets can change overnight. This is an environment
where TUVA’s agile multi-functional logistics subject matter
experts, research analysts and IT systems personnel thrive.
We’re trusted to develop leading edge Concept-of-Operations, policy,
business rules and implementation plans for material management
operations in environments of acute budget constraints. We develop
key performance metrics across a wide array of operations, conduct
trend analysis and causal relationships to help organizations stay ahead
of requirements. We provide secure linkage, alignment and reporting
of global transportation, maintenance, material and inventory assets
to achieve desired strategic outcomes. And we develop cost/benefit
analysis platforms that fully integrate and synchronize management
processes for materiel distribution and redistribution at today’s best
value. Simply put, with TUVA, you’ll have the vision to locate, manage,
move and maintain each of your assets securely at peak productivity
levels and best value over every aspect of their lifecycle—from planning
and acquisition, through deployment to final retirement and disposal.
This is the TUVA difference.
• Lifecycle Logistics & Policy Research, Development & Review
• Technical Program Management
• Secure Supply Chain
• Cost/Benefit Analysis
• Metrics
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Flexible, cost-smart
multi-functional
logistics solutions
ABOUT TUVA
Enabling agile, flexible and more responsive
government relations
Today’s government and DoD environments are the
most complex and demanding ever. And while they
always required the secure and constant alignment
of information technology with business goals,
new requirements including WiFi, multimedia,
Telepresence, BYOD, interagency policy development and federated enterprises have made IT and
both cyber and security more interdependent that
ever. It is this new environment—an environment
that is driving the most critical operations at today’s
most forward looking agencies—that drives the daily
work at TUVA. The result: We enable our customers
better anticipate and manage change, reduce
costs and become more agile and responsive to
the organizations and citizens that they serve.

Contracting advantages
As an SBA certified 8(a) Alaskan Native
Corporation (ANC), TUVA offers customers the
following contract advantages:
• Direct negotiated contracts
• No award dollar limits*
• No award protest for sole-source contracts
• Simplified and accelerated procurements
*A J&A is required for sole source awards greater than $22 million.

